I ask a translator to please translate this topic as I don't speak Turkish. Be accurate in the translation please so that people can understand. I also ask that this message is transferred after translation to any non-English Turkish Brothers and Sisters so that they come here and not be isolated in external places.

People have been uselessly bugging and creating drama to cast doubt on people and disinform people because they are mentally unstable. Therefore, we have to give the facts in order to clarify this situation that involves 5 or so people who just raise a loud voice to cause nonsense.

Apparently, there have been some translators who have engaged in nonsense and immoral sexual behavior which they tried to do through their so-called "position" in the JoS. While they were never really a part of the official JoS, this was used as leverage for people that were foolish to isolate themselves in some outside group, and it appears they have been trying to get into sexting or whatever with other female members through use of the above.

This reflects at least the information as it was shared with us. Most of it of course was "years late", and somehow such an important problem, took literally 3-4 years to arrive in our e-mail. Another coincidence, this only arrived as JoS Turkey forum was about to be made.

That is irresponsible and shows that people who have reported these things have a personal beef with specific ex moderators of some discord or something. This is hardly JoS business. None of this made it here at any point.

If someone tells you in any shit den that they are "JoS" whatever, and asks you to do whatever, that is up to you to know it's a load of shit. There is no official or important member of the JoS hanging around in random groups, nor will anyone ask you for a picture of your ass or anything of the sort.

About the e-thottery habit to show their pussy to strangers in discord to random perverts, I have to tell you this: Nobody told you to go in discord or to do any of this.

The JoS strongly dissuades going into ANY of these places and speaking to anyone like that.
We are not responsible for what happens in every shithole of a community that is created, what delusions people get into, and what inner dynamics of perversion or stupidity appear in there. That is your fault.

The JoS does not know anything that happens in every shit den online.

If you are part of a shit den, chances are that you are shitting in the den yourself adding to it. If you fuck up, crying on the boots of the Gods or the JoS to save you, will result in help, but we cannot prevent people from going into their own stupidity.

This stupidity also involves assumptions or people who claim they are whatever to the JoS when they are not. If one person randomly comes in another place and names themselves "HP" and you follow him and go insane or retarded, and they use one e-mail they sent me 20 years ago about their cat to explain how they are "Close" to me or anyone else here, that is your fault as you are naive.

We have been informed of indecent behavior of a sexual character in regards to a prominent translator. This has been a sad situation but it doesn't go back. Translators just translate material.

We are not supposed to be aware if you do sexting with them, send pussy pictures to them, or they do anything else. It is none of our business. What they might do with this is a personal choice of theirs and not "JoS" business either.

Some people have provided some proof in regards to how a member of a discord called "Taco" was just greasily going after online potential e-thots that joined this random discord, who just also "happened" to wiggle their tail exactly into the same discords. While this behavior is common everywhere online, it's not unexpected to happen in random dens online. That's why it's random in the first place and not JoS.

We have told people in the repeat, do NOT GO IN THESE COMMUNITIES. We cannot help or intervene or anything in there.

If you get abused, scammed, I don't know what possible shit may come out of it, you are on your own.

Regardless people do that stupid shit, and of course, then you have people who have it all mixed up and then think these cesspools are the JoS. The JoS is the following: These forums, and the OFFICIAL JOS WEBSITES. Nothing else.
As this loose info showed that this person was literally trying to use this little authority they claimed to fuck around with e-thots online, we have of course not allowed them to moderate this community and they have been removed from anything they did about the Turkish translation site. This is why, the JoS Turkey forum has a moderator that is not even Turkish.

This also occurred because apparently many people are in that drama level and nobody can be sufficiently trusted. This situation will continue for as long as necessary until proper members rise and then they can moderate etc.

There is nothing else we can do. If you get screwed over in a discord, or if you think you have major "proof", do contact those who are really responsible for this. We have done what we could and there is nothing else that can be done.

Finally, in regards to those who try to use this as an opportunity to spew drama in a #metoo type of situation, my advice is to get out of the toilet groups you have been, stop showing your pussy online, recommend that others do the same thing, and if anything follow the official JoS and not random individuals that tell you whatever, while you send them your nudes.

For those who intend only drama, harassment, disinformation and other issues, you will be removed too, so you can dwell in the toilet discords you have caused these issues in the first place. There will be no mercy in tolerating any of these individuals here, either translators or whomever else.

Satanism or its progress in Turkey won't be hampered because of the inferior tendencies of a few. There is zero tolerance for this. Those who stand as obstacles to Satan's plans or defame Satanism will be disappointed to find out this won't happen.

As for those who are sane minded, do not follow this drama, stay with the official JoS, keep advancing and do what you should - always use common sense. Flock here and within the official JoS and have NOTHING to worry about.

Anyone who tries to use the JoS as an excuse or anything of the sort for immoral behavior, is not JoS, and if not with us, that's up to people to understand and to weed them out by themselves. In this case this came rather late, and there were many issues involved.

This also greatly angers the Gods, and any of these people will be dealt with promptly and straight up without excuses. Lastly, if you have received personal offense or you see that the situation is extremely serious [you can never know in
these external places], you might want to pursue the case fully through the official channels of this world.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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